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Abstract
We generalize the results of hep-th/0008140 to the case of the (n+ 1)-dimensional closed FRW universe satisfying a general
equation of state of the form p = wρ. We find that the entropy of the universe can no longer be expressed in a form similar to
the Cardy formula, when w = 1/n. As a result, in general the entropy formula does not coincide with the Friedmann equation
when the conjectured bound on the Casimir energy is saturated. Furthermore, the conjectured bound on the Casimir energy
generally does not lead to the Hubble and the Bekenstein entropy bounds.
 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
Verlinde [1] made an interesting proposal that the
Cardy formula [2] for the two-dimensional CFT can
be generalized to arbitrary spacetime dimensions. Ver-
linde further proposed that a closed universe has
subextensive (Casimir) contribution to its energy and
entropy with the Casimir energy conjectured to be
bounded from above by the Bekenstein–Hawking en-
ergy. Within the context of the radiation dominated
universe, such bound on the Casimir energy is shown
to lead to the Hubble and the Bekenstein entropy
bounds respectively for the strongly and the weakly
self-gravitating universes. The generalized entropy
formula, called the Cardy–Verlinde formula, is further
shown to coincide with the Friedmann equation at the
moment when the conjectured bound on the Casimir
energy is saturated. These results were later general-
ized [3–29] to brane universes in the bulks of various
(A)dS black holes.
E-mail address: youmd@ictp.trieste.it (D. Youm).
It is the purpose of this note to examine whether the
above mentioned results of Ref. [1] are generic prop-
erties of the (n + 1)-dimensional closed Friedmann–
Robertson–Walker (FRW) universe satisfying a gen-
eral equation of state of the form p = wρ. We find
that the entropy of the FRW universe can no longer
be expressed in a form similar to the Cardy for-
mula with square root, when w = 1/n. As a result,
the entropy expression does not coincide with the
Friedmann equation at the moment when the conjec-
tured bound on the Casimir energy is saturated and
the conjectured bound on the Casimir energy does
not lead to the Hubble and the Bekenstein entropy
bounds.
The general metric ansatz for an (n+ 1)-dimensi-
onal universe satisfying the principles of homogeneity
and isotropy in the n-dimensional space has the
following Robertson–Walker form:
(1)gµν dxµ dxν =−dτ 2 + a2(τ )γij dxi dxj ,
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where a is the cosmic scale factor and γij is given by
γij dx
i dxj =
(
1+ k
4
δmnx
mxn
)−2
δij dx
i dxj
(2)= dr
2
1− kr2 + r
2 dΩ2n−1.
Here, k =−1,0,1, respectively, for the n-dimensional
space with the negative, zero and positive spatial
curvature. In this Letter, we mostly concentrate on
the closed universe case (k = 1). Generalization to the
other cases is straightforward.
The Friedmann equations, describing the expansion
of the (n+ 1)-dimensional universe described by the
Robertson–Walker metric (1), are given by
(3)H 2 = 16πG
n(n− 1)ρ −
k
a2
,
(4)H˙ =− 8πG
n− 1 (ρ + p)+
k
a2
,
where H ≡ a˙/a is the Hubble parameter, and ρ and
p are the energy density and the pressure of the
universe. From the Friedmann equations, we obtain
the following energy conservation equation:
(5)ρ˙ + n(ρ + p) a˙
a
= 0,
where the overdot denotes derivative w.r.t. τ .
For the perfect fluid matter of the universe satisfy-
ing an equation of state
(6)p =wρ,
by solving the energy conservation equation (5) we
obtain
(7)ρ ∝ a−n(1+w).
We denote the constant of proportionality in this
equation as ρ0, namely, ρ = ρ0a−n(1+w).
We assume that the FRW universe satisfies the first
law of thermodynamics. When applied to a comoving
volume element of unit coordinate volume and phys-
ical volume v = an, the first law of thermodynamics
takes the form:
(8)T ds = d(ρan)+ pdan,
where T is the temperature of the universe and s is the
entropy density of the universe per comoving volume.
Making use of Eqs. (5) and (8), we see that entropy
of the FRW universe per comoving volume stays
constant in time, i.e., ds/dτ = 0. Therefore, the FRW
universe satisfying the first law of thermodynamics
expands adiabatically: dS = 0, where S = s ∫ dnx√γ
is the total entropy inside the total volume V =
an
∫
dnx
√
γ of the universe. By substituting the
following relation, obtained from the integrability
condition ∂2s/(∂T ∂v)= ∂2s/(∂v∂T ):
(9)dp
dT
= p+ ρ
T
,
into Eq. (8), we obtain the following expression for
entropy of the FRW universe per comoving volume:
(10)s = a
n
T
(p+ ρ)+ s0,
where s0 is an integration constant. For a universe
satisfying an equation of state of the form p = wρ,
the temperature of the universe is therefore given by
(11)T = (1+w)ρ0
s − s0 a
−nw.
The total energyE = ρV can be written as a sum of
the purely extensive part EE and the subextensive part
EC, called the Casimir energy, in the following way:
(12)E(S,V )=EE(S,V )+ 12EC(S,V ).
Under the transformations S→ λS and V → λV with
a constant λ, the extensive and the subextensive parts
of the total energy respectively scale as
EE(λS,λV )= λEE(S,V ),
(13)EC(λS,λV )= λ1−2/nEC(S,V ).
Therefore, we have E(λS,λV ) = λEE(S,V ) +
1
2λ
1−2/nEC(S,V ). Taking derivative of this relation
w.r.t. λ and letting λ= 1, we obtain
(14)S
(
∂E
∂S
)
V
+ V
(
∂E
∂V
)
S
=EE +
(
1
2
− 1
n
)
EC.
Since we assume that the universe satisfies the first
law of thermodynamics dE = T dS − pdV , we have
the thermodynamics relations (∂E/∂V )S = −p and
(∂E/∂S)V = T . Making use of these thermodynamic
relations and Eq. (12), we can put Eq. (14) into the
following definition for the Casimir energy as the
violation of the Euler identity:
(15)EC = n(E +pV − T S).
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By comparing Eq. (10) with Eq. (15), we see that the
Casimir energy of the closed FRW universe has the
form
(16)EC =−nT s0
∫
dnx
√
γ .
For the universe satisfying the equation of state p =
wρ, the Casimir energy therefore behaves with the
cosmic scale factor like EC ∼ a−nw . Since E ∼ ρan ∼
a−nw , the extensive partEE =E− 12EC of energy also
goes like EE ∼ a−nw . Unlike the case of the radiation
dominated FRW universe, the Casimir entropy SC =
2π
n
ECa ∼ a1−nw does not remain constant during the
cosmological evolution, when w = 1/n. Making use
of the above properties of EC and EE, in the following
we obtain the expression for the total entropy S of the
universe.
We begin by reviewing the case considered in
Ref. [1], namely, the radiation dominated universe, for
which the universe has conformal invariance. If we
assume the conformal invariance, the products EEa
and ECa are independent of the volume V ∼ an and
are functions of the entropy S, only, since EE ∼ a−1
and EC ∼ a−1 for w = 1/n. Making use of this fact
and the rescaling behaviors (13) of EE and EC, we
infer the following expressions [1]:
(17)EE = α4πaS
1+1/n, EC = β2πaS
1−1/n,
where α and β are arbitrary constants. Making use of
Eqs. (12) and (17), we obtain the following expression
[1] for entropy resembling the Cardy formula1 [2]:
(18)S = 2πa√
αβ
√
EC(2E−EC).
The undetermined normalization factor
√
αβ is fixed
[1] to be n for CFT with an AdS dual, making use of
the fact that thermodynamic quantities of the CFT at
high temperature can be identified with those of the
bulk AdS black hole [30].
We now consider more general case. For the uni-
verse satisfying an equation of state (6) with a gen-
eral w, the Cardy–Verlinde formula (18) no longer
1 In general for a universe with the curvature parameter k,
Eq. (12) should be replaced by E = EE + k2EC. With this
general expression for E, we obtain S = 2πa√
αβ
√
EC(2E − kEC) and
Eq. (15) is replaced by kEC = n(E+pV − T S), which are exactly
the results obtained in Ref. [9].
holds. This can be easily seen by the fact that with
E ∼ a−nw and EC ∼ a−nw the entropy expression in
Eq. (18) goes like S ∼ a1−nw , which is contradictory
with the fact that S = s ∫ dnx√γ is constant in time
for the FRW universe satisfying the first law of ther-
modynamics. For an arbitrary value of w, it is rather
the products ECanw and EEanw that are independent
of V and should be functions of S, only. Making use
of the general scaling behaviors (13), we therefore ob-
tain the following expressions for the extensive and the
subextensive parts of the total energy of the FRW uni-
verse satisfying p =wρ:
(19)
EE = α4πanw S
w+1, EC = β2πanw S
w+1−2/n,
where α and β are again arbitrary constants. From
these expressions for EE and EC, we obtain the
following expression for the entropy of the universe:
(20)S =
[
2πanw√
αβ
√
EC(2E −EC)
] n
(w+1)n−1
.
We therefore see that the expression for entropy
of the universe resembling the Cardy formula (with
square root) is special only for the radiation dominated
universe (w = 1/n). This new entropy formula can be
expressed as the following entropy relation:
(21)S2(w−1/n+1) = n
2
αβ
a2(nw−1)
(
2SBSC − S2C
)
,
where SB ≡ 2πan E is the Bekenstein entropy. So, clean
relation among various entropies is possible only for
the w = 1/n case. Note, the above entropy expression
holds only for the case in which the universe expands
adiabatically. While the entropy increases (dS > 0) as
the universe expands, the entropy will not be expressed
solely in terms of E and EC as above.
The Friedmann equations (3) and (4) can be ex-
pressed in the following forms resembling thermo-
dynamic formulas of CFT, regardless of the form of
equation of state satisfied by the universe:
(22)SH = 2π
n
a
√
EBH(2E− kEBH),
(23)kEBH = n(E + pV − THSH),
in terms of the Hubble entropy SH and the Bekenstein–
Hawking energy EBH, where
SH ≡ (n− 1)HV4G , EBH ≡ n(n− 1)
V
8πGa2
,
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(24)TH ≡− H˙2πH .
Eq. (22) is referred to as the cosmological Cardy for-
mula, due to its resemblance to the Cardy formula
for the two-dimensional CFT. Note, Eq. (23) resem-
bles the Smarr’s formula for a thermodynamics system
having the Casimir contribution. The first Friedmann
equation (3) can be expressed also as the following re-
lation among the Bekenstein entropy SB ≡ 2πan E, the
Bekenstein–Hawking entropy SBH ≡ (n− 1) V4Ga and
the Hubble entropy SH:
(25)S2H = 2SBSBH − kS2BH.
This can be expressed as the following quadratic
relation, when k = 1:
(26)S2H + (SB − SBH)2 = S2B.
The Bekenstein entropy goes like SB ∼ Ea ∼ a1−nw
and therefore remains constant during the cosmologi-
cal evolution only for the w= 1/n case.
We assume that the cosmological bound on the
Casimir energy EC, proposed by Verlinde [1], con-
tinues to hold even when the universe is not radiation
dominated:
(27)EC EBH.
For a universe satisfying the equation of state p =wρ,
we have seen that EC behaves like a−nw , whereasEBH
always goes like an−2. This implies that the cosmolog-
ical bound (27) is satisfied, provided the universe is
larger (smaller) than a certain critical size (for which
the bound is saturated) when w > −(n − 2)/n [w <
−(n − 2)/n]. In particular, the radiation dominated
universe (w= 1/n) and the matter dominated universe
(w = 0) correspond to the former case, and the vac-
uum dominated universe (w =−1) corresponds to the
latter case. For the w = −(n − 2)/n case, the bound
can never be satisfied depending on the values of the
constant coefficients of EC and EBH.
It is shown [1,31] that the Friedmann equations for
the radiation dominated universe (w = 1/n) coincide
with thermodynamic formulae of the dual CFT at
the moment when the cosmological bound (27) on
EC is saturated. However, for w = 1/n, the modified
Cardy–Verlinde formula (20) and the cosmological
Cardy formula (22) with k = 1 do not coincide
when EC = EBH. Therefore, the matching of the first
Friedmann equation and the Cardy–Verlinde formula
is accidental for the radiation dominated universe, for
which entropy of the universe is expressed in terms
of square root just like the Cardy formula. Next, we
consider the second Friedmann equation. Although
S and T do not, respectively, reduce to SH and TH
when EC = EBH, it can be shown by using Eqs. (4)
and (15) that the product THSH reduces to T S when
EC = EBH, for the k = 1 case2. Therefore, regardless
of the form of the equation of state, the cosmological
Smarr’s formula (23) reduces to the Smarr’s formula
(15) for a thermodynamic system with the Casimir
energy EC when the bound (27) on EC is saturated.
We now examine whether the cosmological bound
(27) on EC continues to imply the Hubble entropy
bound and the Bekenstein bound even for the w = 1/n
case. The criteria for a weakly and a strongly self-
gravitating closed universes are, respectively,
E EBH for Ha  1,
(28)E EBH for Ha  1.
First, we consider the strongly self-gravitating case.
From Eqs. (27) and (28) we see that EC EBH E.
Furthermore, we see from Eq. (20) that S is a monoton-
ically increasing (decreasing) function of EC in the in-
terval EC  E when w > −(n − 1)/n [w < −(n −
1)/n]3. Therefore, S takes the maximum (minimum)
value when EC = E and therefore EC = EBH, for the
w > −(n − 1)/n [w < −(n − 1)/n] case. The ex-
tremum value of S (when EC =EBH) is given by
S =
[
n√
αβ
anw−1SH
] n
(w+1)n−1
,
as can be seen from Eq. (22) with k = 1 and Eq. (20).
So, the cosmological entropy bound for the strongly
self-gravitating closed FRW universe, resulting from
Eq. (27), is
S  S0
[
anw−1SH
] n
(w+1)n−1 for w >−(n− 1)/n,
(29)
S  S0
[
anw−1SH
] n
(w+1)n−1 for w <−(n− 1)/n,
2 This fact can be shown to hold even for the k = 1 case by using
the generalized expression given in the previous footnote.
3 When w = −(n − 1)/n, S is insensitive to variation of EC
and, therefore, the conjectured bound (27) on EC does not lead to
cosmological entropy bounds.
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where we have absorbed all the constant factors into
an undetermined constant S0. Second, we consider
the weakly self-gravitating case. Since E  EBH for
such case, the maximum (minimum) for S is reached
earlier, namely, when EC = E, for the w > −(n −
1)/n [w <−(n−1)/n] case. The extremum (the value
of S when EC =E) is
S =
[
2πanw√
αβ
E
] n
(w+1)n−1 =
[
n√
αβ
anw−1SB
] n
(w+1)n−1
.
The cosmological entropy bound for the weakly self-
gravitating closed FRW universe, resulting from the
bound on EC, is therefore
S  S0
[
anw−1SB
] n
(w+1)n−1 for w >−(n− 1)/n,
(30)
S  S0
[
anw−1SB
] n
(w+1)n−1 for w <−(n− 1)/n.
We have therefore seen that the conjectured bound
(27) on EC implies the Hubble and the Bekenstein
bounds only for the radiation dominated universe case.
It appears from the entropy expression (20) that the
Hubble and the Bekenstein entropy bounds are not
likely to be reproduced when w = 1/n, even with
modified bound on EC.
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